29°S. 126°W., respectively. These ancient magnetic
poles for West Antarctica are displaced from pole
positions for rocks of similar age in East Antarctica
(Fig. 1). Tes tiary dikes give a pole position of 62°S.
64°E., while Pleistocene volcanics give a pole position
of 78°S. 128°W. The paleomagnetic data, especially
the Cretaceous rocks, strongly suggest that East and
West Antarctica are unrelated geologically or structurally. Schopf (1969), using an analysis of sea-floor
spreading, indicates that the reconstruction of Gondwanaland "would be simplified if West Antarctica is
not regarded as Part of the ancient Antarctic crustal
unit." Hamilton (1967) also suggests that the pre-Tertiary complexes of West Antarctica are "disconnected
from each other and from the terranes of East Antarctica." Paleomagnetic data further demonstrate that
West Antarctica is independent of the ancient antarctic unit.
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Biological Survey of Ellsworth Land
GARETH E. GILBERT
Faculty of Population and Environmental Biology
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Fig. 1. Walker Mountains, Thurston Island, looking northwestward
from 600-m elevation. Mount Dowling in left foreground.

ciated studies in the Ellsworth Land Survey, was conducted with helicopters from temporary base camps at
the base of the King Peninsula and at the Jones
Mountains.
Although laboratory analysis of the many samples
collected has not been completed, a summary of the
field observations has been compiled (Table 1).
The Hudson Mountains comprise volcanic nunataks, 16 of which were biologically surveyed. Although
lichens occurred on 14 of the 16 nunataks, they did
not occur in dense communities and were widely scattered. Well-developed moss communities were observed on three of the nunataks, usually either in
cracks in rocks or in narrow crannies between boulders.
Rock outcrops occurring on 11 islands off the
Waigreen Coast were investigated. All outcrops were
found to be of granitic rock, all had associated lichens,
and nearly all supported algal communities. Mosses,
however, were discovered on only one of the islands.
Adélie penguin rookeries were found on eight of the
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During the 1968-1969 austral summer, a biological
survey was conducted in that portion of Ellsworth
Land lying within approximately 71°30' to
75°00'S. and 90 0 00 to 104°00'W. Emphasis was
placed on the study of rock outcrops associated with
the Hudson Mountains, islands off the Waigreen
Coast, the Walker Mountains of Thurston Island,
Dustin Island, McNamara Island, Lepley Nunatak,
and the Jones Mountains. This study, as well as assoJuly—August 1969

Fig. 2. View of Basecamp Valley toward Pillsbury Tower, Jones
Mountains.
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islands, the largest rookery containing several thousand birds. Skuas were associated with most of the
rookeries.
The Walker Mountains comprise scattered nunataks of quartz-diorite-gneiss, most of which are characterized by steep slopes and are largely snow- and icecovered. Small rock outcrops are common, but many
are inaccessible because of steep slopes, blue ice, and
local crevasses (Fig. 1). Thirty nunataks were studied,
27 of which supported lichens; however, their density
was usually low. An exception at Boker Rocks was
characterized by dense lichen and moss communities
frequently dominated by a variety of lichens.
Dustin Island is a small island located east of
Thurston Island. It is essentially a low, snow-covered
dome with abrupt coastal bluffs, some of which have
associated rock outcrops. Only two outcrops were
accessible by helicopter: Ehlers Knob and Standifer
Bluff. Well-developed lichen communities occurred on
both outcrops, especially on the latter, where they
were associated with a small Adélie penguin rookery.
Mosses were also found on both outcrops.
A biological survey was also made of McNamara

Island and Lepley Nunatak, both east of Dustin
Island. The only two small accessible outcrops on
McNamara Island contained lichens and mosses.
Lepley Nunatak is relatively low and is composed of
light-gray granitic rock intruded by dark-gray mafic
dikes. During our last visit, its upper portion was
essentially snow- and ice-free, presenting a continuous
rock outcrop approximately 1 km in diameter. Abundant lichens throughout the outcrop were the only
kind of organisms observed.
Considerable effort was expended in surveying the
complex mosaic of rock outcrops of the Jones Mountains, which are located on the Eights Coast south of
Dustin and McNamara Islands (Fig. 2). Briefly, approximately one-half of the 21 rock outcrops studied
were associated with Upper Tertiary volcanics, while
the remainder were associated with older igneous
rocks. Approximately 75 percent of the outcrops supported lichens in varying degrees of density and floristic richness, and approximately half contained
mosses. Three outcrops contained depressions with
thick algal mats in which individuals of one species of
rotifer were common.

Table 1. Summary of Ellsworth Land Biological Survey.
No. of
Location

areas studied

I

Hudson Mountains ........................16
Islands off Waigreen Coast ................11
Walker Mountains .......................
31
Dustin Island ............................. 2
McNamara Island ......................... 2
Lepley Nunatak ........................... 1
Jones Mountains .........................
21
Total ..............................
84

Algae

Lichens

1
10
0
1
0
0
3
15

14
11
23
2
2
1
15
68

I

No. of areas with:
Mosses
3
1
5
2
2
0
9
22

I Petrels I Penguins I Skuas
5
0
4
0
0
0
7
16

0
8
1
1
1
0
0
11

0
6
0
1
0
0
2
9

Ri

International Weddell Sea
Oceanographic Expedition
IWSOE-1969 was conducted from mid-February
till late March by USCGC Glacier and ARA General
San Martin. The expedition's primary objective, recovery of the four current-meter arrays placed near
74°S. 40°W. during IWSOE_1968 , * was not achieved,
owing to severe ice conditions. Other research programs were carried out successfully, however, as discussed on the following pages.
Glacier's cruise track, shown at right, was based
on a map prepared by Thor Kvinge, University of
Bergen (Norway), who served as U.S. Antarctic Research Program Representative on the expedition.
*Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 4, p. 80-88.
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